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Center the title of your paper

15 May 2016
Economic Determinism in the Migration Series by Jacob Lawrence
The Migration series by Jacob Lawrence is a sequence of sixty paintings (with captions) portraying the
In-text of
citation:
When
you use from the rural South to cities in the North and West during the beginning
mass movement
African
Americans
1” margin
Justified
left

information or a quote from

someone
else, generally
of the twentieth
century.
For the include
series, Lawrence first did library research so he could understand his subject.
the author and page number in
parentheses
He wrote the captions
(which make up part of the story), and then he outlined each panel with pencil

1” margin

(Steele 248). His compositions do not often use traditional three-dimensional perspective. The style of the series
exhibits what Ellen Harkins Wheat calls “cubist angularity” (62). What is most interesting is the way he painted
Since you already mentioned the

author’s
in panels.
the sentence,
you
the series (Steele 250). He started with black and painted the black parts
in allname
of the
He continued

don’t have to put it in parentheses
time.
through the palette from the darkest to the lightest paints, painting each color on this
every
panel before moving on

to the next color. Some see his process as creating a unity among the individual panels. Jutta Lorensen, for
example, refers to his palette as the “migration colors,” and she explains its effect: “Lawrence’s color code is a
repetitive mode that accompanies the viewer/reader from the first panel to the last, as the same shades of green,
red, yellow, blue, brown, and an incisive use of black are present throughout the entire series” (576).

Additional in-text citation tips:
•
•
•

If a quote takes up four or more lines in your essay, separate it as a block quote with a line break and ½” indent
If your source doesn’t have page numbers (like a website), just reference the author’s name: (McDermon)
If your source doesn’t have an author, reference the first few words of the title: (“Migration Series ” 32)

Questions about citation style or when to cite? Ask a librarian!
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For more guidelines and examples, consult these resources:
Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL): owl.purdue.edu
MLA Style Online: style.mla.org
MLA Handbook, Eighth Edition: REF 808.02 M699
Writing Handbook for Saint Mary’s College, available at Library Service Desk
Ask a librarian

